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About This Game

Even if these girls are outrageously gorgeous, they are so well known for the very reason that nobody could ever manage to
conquer them.

Therefore it will be a tough challenge, nothing - and nobody - can be taken for granted.

The game will make the player face some decisions, and by directly controlling his character’s dialogues he will unlock specific
reactions.

So are you ready to start this rich and intense adventure where for once your choices really matters?
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Our game offers more than 40 primary and secondary choices. These choices will positively and negatively influence how the
story unfolds.

• Take control of our main character; be the one to decide his dialogues. "Be good" or "bad", it's up to you!

• Our girls will react differently depending on the situation!

• But obviously, there is much more! Other than making good and bad choices, the player will have the chance to unlock
specific personality traits, as his behavior is shaped.

Also:
• Unlock 15+ Locations and backgrounds made by our artist Ria (winner of the "2015 Last Draw" nationwide anime-style

illustration competition).
• 30+ Artworks made by our artist Bicio (winner of the "2015 Latin American Manga contest").

• Trading cards & Achievements.
• Unlock and listen to our soundtrack whenever you want!

• Collect secret artworks and bonus scenes in our Art Gallery.
Each artwork and background of our Visual Novel is available in 4k ULTRA HD resolution, which offers clearer and more

detailed images even at lower resolutions.
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Title: Elisa: Seduce the Innkeeper
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Neoclassic Games
Publisher:
Neoclassic Games
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Pentium 4 - 1.8 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Display 1280x720

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Below the dashes was written earlier. I've now played more of this, as well as other visual novels. The pace of this one is
extremely slow, with a text speed that won't adjust (though the setting is there, it seems to do nothing). Additionally, each scene
lasts for many more lines of dialogue than I am used to, and the autoplay and skip are both still moving at the text display speed,
just without having to click to move to the next. The adult patch does work after I installed it correctly (I had the wrong folder
originally, but that was my fault), and the art is not bad, and is more explicit than even patched Huniepop. Still, the pace leaves
me cold.
-------
Working through the game around my work schedule, so I haven't completed it yet. Pretty pictures, (mostly) reasonable story
with relatively few typos. The protagonist seems to be a date grape-ist, though. "Consent" for him is based entirely on his
perception of the woman's desires, not what she says to him. Yes, it's a fantasy world and we all want to escape to where things
are easier than real life, but the creep factor of the protagonist is rather high. I haven't played through any other visual novels
yet, so maybe this is a common trope, but it does seem to fit into the "grape culture" paradigm. Thankfully, with it being a video
game\/fantasy, they won't complain and we can all enjoy being an arrogant, haughty, born-with-a-silver-spoon
sunuva\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 who is hugely successful with the ladies.. Awesome game !
Great Art, nice story.
Alice is the most precious one ! <3
Really enjoy this game!. Awesome game !
Great Art, nice story.
Alice is the most precious one ! <3
Really enjoy this game!. Its kinda fun, but also too short \/ too simplistic. Maybe not so much the writing, which can be funny at
times, but more graphics are needed apart from the handful of locations and character representations (it's really very little). The
story talks of beautiful countryside, but we get 1 ultra-bland-generic picture of "outside"?!? (its really kinda shameful, you'll
understand when you see it) C'mon devs, make an effort. Also achievements seem to be completely broken, and installing the
18+ patch also doesn't work (mac user here). All in all, if you like the genre, you might have some fun with this.. Below the
dashes was written earlier. I've now played more of this, as well as other visual novels. The pace of this one is extremely slow,
with a text speed that won't adjust (though the setting is there, it seems to do nothing). Additionally, each scene lasts for many
more lines of dialogue than I am used to, and the autoplay and skip are both still moving at the text display speed, just without
having to click to move to the next. The adult patch does work after I installed it correctly (I had the wrong folder originally, but
that was my fault), and the art is not bad, and is more explicit than even patched Huniepop. Still, the pace leaves me cold.
-------
Working through the game around my work schedule, so I haven't completed it yet. Pretty pictures, (mostly) reasonable story
with relatively few typos. The protagonist seems to be a date grape-ist, though. "Consent" for him is based entirely on his
perception of the woman's desires, not what she says to him. Yes, it's a fantasy world and we all want to escape to where things
are easier than real life, but the creep factor of the protagonist is rather high. I haven't played through any other visual novels
yet, so maybe this is a common trope, but it does seem to fit into the "grape culture" paradigm. Thankfully, with it being a video
game\/fantasy, they won't complain and we can all enjoy being an arrogant, haughty, born-with-a-silver-spoon
sunuva\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 who is hugely successful with the ladies.. Love the game! The art is fantastic and the
music is very immersive too.

<3 anime girls!. A great game. The Artwork is really good. The games has choices lead to different situations and has a very
nice flowing story and music.. The protagonist is honestly a bit of an \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The
game is also fairly short.
The art style is really nice though, and the story is ok. I only wish the romance and the story was more fleshed out, and took
longer to get through. It could've been a lot more interesting if it were longer, and had more events.. I'll sum this up in one
phrase - disappointment galore.

Aside from pretty CGs (there aren't many of those, sadly) and a relaxing soundtrack, there's very little of substance here. The
story is boring and the characters annoying.

Text speed is quite slow and skip mode, being only slightly faster itself, does little to help with this. Save system is terrible. You
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only get 4 slots and no way to rename your saves as the game automatically names them some random letter-number
combination you'd see from your banking app's 2-factor authentication. I often lost track of which saves were at what point
because of this.

And... regarding story, I don't even know what to call this. I've seen a few label this as dating sim, but I don't think the
protagonist is capable of comprehending the emotional attachment & endearment that is love. He's a typical noble with ego the
size of a castle, constantly acts like a d-bag without a hint of remorse for his d-baggery, has no respect for women (or anybody
for that matter), tries and forces himself on them every chance he gets, at one point even a married woman. So IMHO, this is
what we'd call a doosebag simulator. No, really. The promise of "your decision shapes the personality of the MC" is simply not
true. You can force him to pose as a gentleman for a good part of the game and he'll still revert back to being an ars the first
chance he gets. Makes reading his cringeworthy monologues all the more annoying. The lack of chararcter development &
coherence in his thoughts is quite off-putting.

I'll summarize the plot as: the MC goes on a 2 weeks vacation on Florence, starts thinking with his rod every time he sees a
beautiful woman, tries to have one-night stands and depending on player choices, succeeds to reel one  or two girl in, then
returns home satisfied and ever more pompous.

I bought this and its prequel after I tried out the demo for the first game. I was quite impressed with the art, soundtrack and
whatever little content I got out of the demo and was hopeful, but it's been really disappointing. I can enjoy bland art and
generic tracks as long as there's a well presented story and a strong cast, but apparently, these are too much to expect from this
game. It still retains all of the annoyances of its predecessor.
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A good VN in my humble opinion xD. The art is excellent, there is nothing bad to say about it, only good things. The story may
seem to some to be short and perhaps it is compared to other VN, but I think it is still quite pleasant. The background music I
think is according to the game and is not annoying, on the contrary, it's nice. I decided to buy this VN because it caught my
attention (and I do not regret it) and after finishing with it I guess it only remains to go for Elisa: the innkeeper (I should have
read this first, ups =9 ) haha. Fun game, worth it if you get it on sale at under 3.5USD, got mine for like 3 dollars so it was
worth it to me, have yet to play the hentai version, but i definitely enjoyed the storyline. At 8.99USD its maybe a 4\/10 for a
review on price to content, anything greater than 50% off and it goes up to an 7.5-8 out of 10.

No I do not recommend this game at regular price.
Yes I recommend this game at 50% off or greater.. Very good game!
Good Job!. Fun game, worth it if you get it on sale at under 3.5USD, got mine for like 3 dollars so it was worth it to me, have
yet to play the hentai version, but i definitely enjoyed the storyline. At 8.99USD its maybe a 4\/10 for a review on price to
content, anything greater than 50% off and it goes up to an 7.5-8 out of 10.

No I do not recommend this game at regular price.
Yes I recommend this game at 50% off or greater.. can't believe that I can get 2 girlfriends in 4 days
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